
World First 4K Action Camera with 
Voice Control, now at Chinavasion 

The world's first voice broadcast action camera has made its way to 

Chinavasion, the leading supplier in wholesale electronics who are forever 

expanding the scope of great products and opening new pathways to 

western markets.  

The 4K sports action camera market has been heating up as companies strive to offer an ever 

increasing number of features to differentiate their brand. Fortunately, for tech savvy 

consumers Chinavasion is ahead of the curve when it comes to sourcing new products. 

Sourcing Manager at Chinavasion, Mr. Eric Yu, said, "Chinavasion's success is down to our ability 

to source the latest products at great wholesale prices for our global customer base." 

The World's First Voice Broadcast Action Camera, the Explorer Pro, has a unique feature 

allowing operators to use voice prompts to  start recording & stop recording. Ms. Rose Li, PR 

Manager at Chinavasioin, says, "This voice command feature frees up users eyes and hands 

meaning they are not distracted when using the camera while participating in action sports". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special photography functions such as night and time lapse modes as well as underwater fill-in 

light options allow for greater versatility when shooting in different lighting conditions. Rose Li. 

says, "the wide range of filming and photography options mean a much clearer picture with 

more vivid colors and greater clarity that make the Explorer Pro a must have gadget." 

The manufactures of this 4K action camera 

made sure it featured all the high end specs 

that techies demand. It comprises of a 

Novatek chipset,  a SONY IMX117 sensor, 

170 degree wide angle view and built in 

gyro. 

 

Ms Li. advised, "These top of the range specs 

mean better picture support for 4K filming 

while making it easier to capture the full 

picture and also compensate for action 

shooting with greater stability so consumers 

will find it easier to get the perfect shot." 

 

 

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Digital_Cameras-Camcorders/
https://www.chinavasion.com/china/wholesale/Sports-Action-Cameras/2K-4K-Sports-Action-Cameras/


Like all of the 4K sports action cameras at Chinavasion, the Explorer Pro comes with a 

waterproof case and a multitude of peripherals. "Whether jumping from a plane, swimming 

under the waves or attached to a drone, the lineup of 4K cameras is ready to meet even the 

most demanding users needs." Added Ms. Li. 

Consumers can enjoy wholesale prices, global shipping and a 12 months warranty when 

shopping with the China based electronic wholesale company, Chinavasion. 

 

https://www.chinavasion.com/

